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Track Listing
01. Find Me
02. 1000 Tears
03. So Near
04. Let You Go
05. Spiral
06. Down
07. Blue Jay
08. Taken
09. Sheltered
10. Haunted
11. All of You
12. Throwing Stones
13. Heart and Soul
Reviewer: Eric

1000 Tears is the debut album from the duo of Kelly and Karl Lean. At 56 minutes in
Tears is taking it easy, using the best elements from acts like After Forever and With
this enough to give 1000 Tears a listen?
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There are times on this album where the songs seem to blend into each other. At tim
was listening to one huge track but then I turned down to see that two tracks went by
song transitions are good, but this time I really can’t say I enjoy because the
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Verdict
For their first full length I can hear some good things but there is a lot of room for
think if Temujin were to put more time into their next release we would get a much b
Right now there are just too many bands like this now so there is a lot to judge this a
Rating
7 out of 10
Temujin Official Web Site
Temujin on Myspace
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